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Developing the global open source blockchain

Foster value creation in the energy sector by promoting an open, decentralized 
software infrastructure built around blockchain technology

EWF’s Mission

To tackle pain points and drive investments in renewable energy markets

1. Identify, assess, and help bring to market blockchain applications in the energy sector

2. Build an open source IT infrastructure upon which these applications can be implemented

3. Develop an ecosystem of users, application developers, and infrastructure providers

4. Educate regulators and other stakeholders and provide input to standardization bodies

EWF’s Objectives
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To poise EWF’s blockchain for widespread use immediately after launch

Assembling the largest energy sector players

EWF’s Advisory Board of 10 utilities and energy market participants from across the globe

More TBA utilities and energy market participants continue to join as EWF Affiliates
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EWF is creating this ecosystem to support RFPs, hackathons, and new app development

Cultivating a broader “ecosystem”
To bring users, app developers, and infrastructure providers to EWF’s chain
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Start building Minimum 
Viable Products (MVPs)

Test Phase MVP
Proof of 
Concept

Software updates in 3 month cycles—with constant community feedback

Pursuing an aggressive timeline
To make a secure blockchain with wide-ranging capabilities available asap
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From a list of 184 applications, EWF identified 7 key application domains where 
blockchain can offer valuable solutions to existing pain points and unlock markets

Supply chain tracking
Utilities/third parties use cryptographic identities to validate and 
track assets (e.g. wind turbine gearboxes, transformers) 

Utility billing
Utilities / third parties use cryptographic identities to manage 
customers.

Certificates of origin
Renewable generators create certificates; certificates are issued, 
traded, tracked, redeemed, and retired on a blockchain.

Demand response
Demand response aggregators (utilities / third parties) use secure 
smart contracts to conduct instant M&V and settlement.

Transactive Energy
A market design to balance and control the grid using temporal and 
locational price signals while maintaining grid reliability. 

Electric vehicles
Utilities/third parties use cryptographic identities to manage 
customers, vehicles, and charging infrastructure.

Metered energy efficiency 
Energy efficiency aggregators use secure smart contracts to conduct 
instant M&V, settlement.
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Prioritizing the most valuable applications 
To inform and demonstrate EWF’s blockchain technology development
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EWF has launched taskforces focused on four of these domains to provide insights 
and begin bringing applications to market during core technology development 

Prioritizing the most valuable applications 
To inform and demonstrate EWF’s blockchain technology development

Certificates of Origin

Any blockchain application where renewable 
energy generators and certificate buyers 
interact directly, and use smart contracts to 
streamline the overall process through the 
automation of certificate issuance, tracking, 
and retirement

Utility Billing

Any blockchain application where utilities and 
third parties use cryptographic identities to 
manage metering, customer settlement, 
advanced rate implementation or customer 
switching

Demand Response

Any blockchain application where demand 
response aggregators (i.e., utilities and third 
parties) use secure smart contracts to 
conduct aggregation, real-time M&V, 
settlement, and trading for energy efficiency 
and demand response programs

Transactive Energy

Any blockchain application where devices 
automatically respond to local conditions on 
the distribution grid in real time, engaging in 
two-way price negotiation based on a 
combination of user preferences and grid 
needs

Certificates of Origin

Any blockchain application where renewable 
energy generators and certificate buyers 
interact directly, and use smart contracts to 
streamline the overall process through the 
automation of certificate issuance, tracking, 
and retirement
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Deciphering today’s certificate of origin markets 
To understand existing challenges so renewables markets can be improved 

Pain 
Points

Renewable 
Generator

Qualified 
Reporting 

Entity

Certification 
Entity

Certificate 
Tracking 
System

Annual Audit

Broker/Aggre
gator

OTC Markets

Certificate 
Exchange

Certificate 
Buyer

Renewable 
Generator

Certification 
system required 
to verify generator 
is compliant

Audit to ensure 
against double 
counting of 
certificates

Tracking system 
to ensure 
compliance with 
policy mandates 

Opaque, shallow 
markets require 
brokerage to find 
counterpart

Exchange cost 
and post trade 
paperwork and 
overhead
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Onboarding & 
Issuance

Trading & 
Ownership 
Tracking

Claims, 
Retirement, & 
Reporting

Schematic of a typical current certificates of origin system

Retail certificates too 
small to be transacted 
cost-effectively; need 
aggregation for block 
transactions

Current 
State

Generator 
produces 
electricity and 
passes data to 
certificate-
creating entities

Certificate-creating 
entities verify 
validity of renewable 
generation and issue 
certificate

Brokers aggregate small 
certificates into larger 
blocks and source 
buyers. Note: many 
certificates are sold to 
purchasers by PPAs

Certificates are sold 
either on exchanges 
(ICE) or directly to 
purchaser in over-
the-counter (OTC) 
deals

5 Load serving 
entity 
purchases 
and retires 
certificates

Certification 
entity conducts 
annual audit on 
all certificate 
issuers
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Using blockchain as a solution
To improve how certificate of origin markets function and increase access

EWF’s blockchain-based certificates of origin process tackles challenges in existing 
markets by issuing, tracking, retiring, and reporting certificates through smart contracts 
on a distributed ledger governed by “proof of authority”

Challenges in current system Blockchain solutions

Buying and selling certificates of origin is 
complicated and costly—including multiple 
steps and sources of administration and 
transaction costs.

Blockchain could radically simplify and lower the cost for 
certificates of origin systems by enabling renewable energy 
generators and certificate buyers to interact directly and using 
smart contracts to streamline the overall process through the 
automation of certificate issuance, tracking, and retirement.

The integrity of the system is low based on 
double-counting risks (due to time lags and 
loopholes in the system) and doubts driven by 
the sheer number of steps involved and 
organizations that touch each certificate.

Data on a blockchain-based certificates of origin system would 
be extremely difficult to tamper with due to a combination of 
strong cryptography, the interdependent relationship between 
each block of data, and distributed consensus. Also, smart 
contracts can eliminate the risk of double-counting by 
automating certificate retirement.

There are too many markets that each have 
unique characteristics—presenting challenges, 
especially for organizations that buy 
certificates in multiple markets.

An open-source, global blockchain infrastructure will help 
encourage standardization across geographies. This, along with 
the integration with international certificates registries, would 
help enable frictionless buying and selling of certificates of origin 
globally—opening markets for current / prospective renewable 
generators and certificate buyers.
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Crafting a blockchain standard for traceability
To offer a simpler, lower-cost, more granular system boosting participation

Schematic of a blockchain-based certificates of origin system
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Onboarding & 
Data Upload

Trading & 
Ownership 
Tracking

Green Claims 
& Retirement

Reporting

Generation asset 
is permissioned 
to write data / 
modify 
blockchain after 
onboarding 
process

As each KWh is 
generated, oracles or 
meters linked to 
generation assets 
automatically update 
blockchain with newly 
issued digital KWh assets

Buyer buys a certain 
quantity of KWh from 
generators—with the 
option to automate these 
purchases through smart 
contracts in real-time

After a buyer claims 
KWh digital assets, the 
buyer receives a 
certificate and the 
KWh are 
instantly/automatically 
retired 

53–421 Certificates about 
purchased KWh can 
be used for 
reporting needs—
with the option to 
automate reporting
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Preparing examples in multiple markets
To demonstrate practical viability and set the stage for rapid adoption 

EWF’s Certificates of Origin Taskforce is building a new global standard for traceability 
of renewable energy generation and soon launching demonstration projects

Purpose

Building 
blocks of the 
solution

Real-world 
projects in 
development

1. Existing certificate of origin markets are complicated, costly, 
opaque, and vary across markets 

2. Taskforce has a goal to deploy a blockchain-based certificate of 
origin platform in at least 3 voluntary markets over next 2 years 
with multiple renewable generators and corporate buyers as part 
of a longer-term goal to create a new global standard

1. Onboard credible renewable energy generators 
2. Uplink data about all KWh generated over a set time interval
3. Issue certificates for KWh purchased by buyers, and track 

certificate trading
4. Claim KWh to generate certificate, and automatically retire KWh 
5. Enable streamlined reporting of claimed KWh via certificates

• Supply-side market demonstration in Singapore: SP Group leads 
and Engie supports

• 24/7 matching of supply and demand for renewables in France: 
Engie leads and SP Group supports
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Informing the 
development 
of EWF’s core 
technology

Linking the taskforces to core tech development
To ensure the core tech and market actors are ready for the full launch 

1. Onboard credible renewable energy 
generators 

2. Uplink data about all KWh generated 
over a set time interval

3. Issue certificates for KWh purchased 
by buyers, and track certificate trading

4. Claim KWh to generate certificate, 
and automatically retire KWh 

5. Enable streamlined reporting of 
claimed KWh via certificates

Readying the 
market for 
EWF’s new 
blockchain-
based standard

Tackling open questions and fostering partnerships for each 
process step across application domains

On-chain needs Off-chain needsKey process steps
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Connecting disparate efforts to unlock markets
Building the standard in evolving renewable energy and blockchain markets

EWF expects blockchain startups and app developers like those below to use EWF’s 
open-source platform to develop valuable energy sector applications

EWF is also targeting multinational corporates as the initial set of “buyers” to scale the 
system internationally from the ground up on the demand-side

Source: Indigo,2017
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Thank you!
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